Jan. 13, 2017: RSUP lighting project update to neighbors

Dear Project Neighbors,

We are pleased to inform you that the team has installed two different prototype louvered shields on five lights along the SR 520 Regional Shared-Use Path (RSUP). The shields were installed on lights near the east end of the low-rise part of the bridge, just west of the second belvedere. The shields are currently installed on 100W bulbs. Next week the team will move the shields and evaluate them on 50W bulbs.

The approximate location is indicated on the photo below (photo taken by Katherine Burk in April 2016).

If you get a chance, please take a look at this area and let us know what you observe. We’ll also let you know next week when the shields have been moved to the 50W location.

We hope you have a happy weekend.

Sincerely,

Stacey Howery
Communications
SR 520 Bridge Replacement and HOV Program
Washington State Department of Transportation